
PRODUCTS



“Wood has been from time immemorial a part of human life.”

-Helmut Rostan



I have been working with
wood all my life.
I have a master of science 
in Mechanical engineering
and wood technology, and
I have been working within
the swedish furniture industry
for many years. Today I teach
wood technology at 
Linköping University and run
my company JUST WOOD
since 2014. 

Just Wood is all about wood.
Wooden jewelry and wooden 
products for your home and
kitchen. Unique, exclusive, 
made IN Sweden. Also, I take 
the chance to educate you a 
little about wood. Why it is 
a fantastic material, why we 
should use more wood etc.   

The Story

Stina Gunnarsson
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Owner and founder of Just Wood



Come and have a closer 
look at Just Wood´s jewelry 
or Just Wood´s laser cutter, 
or come and talk to Stina
about wood. Or why not 
bring some friends for a 
Wood-party with fun wood 
information, bubbles and 
wood nuts.

Head  Office

Showroom
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Just Wood has recently
moved to new premises in
the old part of Linköping 
between excisting “Storgatan”
and the old “Storgatan”.
Close to the beautiful 
chathedral and all activities 
in “hemslöjds-gården” with
workshops, conference,
design studios etc.



There are several good 
reasons for choosing wood. 
Wood is beautiful, light 
and durable for making 
things, and warm and 
comfortable to live around. 
AND it actually stores CO2 
from our cars, industries etc.
 
The fact that Sweden is a 
forested country provides 
us with a great opportunity 
to be part of the solution 
in relation to important 
climate and environment 
issues.
 
When using di�erent wood
materials and products made
of wood, like wooden
jewelry, you play an 
important role in preventing 
climate changes as well!

About Wood
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LASER C ol lection
A modern technique 
meets a classic material. 
The products of the LASER
collection are all made by 
laser technique which 
leaves a dark brown edge, 
a beautiful contrast to the 
light colored wood. You
recognize the shapes from
the JustWood logotype.
A new laser is bought, a 
web-tool is under 
construction so more
will happen in the future.
Stay tuned!

Materials: Oak wood, with 
three layers of veneer. 
Metal parts antique bronze.
All metals are nickel free.
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Earrings

Necklaces
The LASER necklace, 5 l.
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The LASER necklace, 6 l.

The LASER necklace, 8 l.

The LASER necklace - long.

The W earring

The LASER earrings - supersize

The LASER earrings

The BLAD earrings with tag The BLAD earrings

The O earrings



KUL C ol lection
Colors makes life fun!
The products in the KUL
collection are made of
turned, colored wooden 
beads in di�erent sizes and 
shapes. All with a wooden 
JustWood-tag attached.
Match with your every day
clothing. Combine as you
want, and have fun!

Materials: Beech and birch 
colored beads. 
Bracelets with elastic string.
Necklases with metal wire.
Metal parts in silver color.
All nickel free.
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Earrings
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Necklaces

The KUL necklace, XS/S/L

The KUL child necklace

The KUL bracelet The KUUL bracelet The KUUL bracelet - twice

The KUL loop, M beads

The KUL loop, S/M/LThe KUL loop, combo

The KUL necklace, XS/S/L. The KUL earringsThe KUL colors

Bracelets



BASIC  C ol lection

Back to basics. The products 
of the BASIC collection are 
plain, simple and natural, 
yet powerful, stylish and full
of awareness. 
No varnish is used, the 
wood is as natural as it can 
be, and it will change color 
through time and get a used 
patina. 
Wear it and feel the power
of wood!

Materials: Natural solid 
beech and birch wood.
Waxed cotton string.
Metal parts silver and 
antique bronze color. 
Nickel free.
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Earrings
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Bracelets

Necklaces

The BASIC no.1 necklace

The KUL bracelet, natural

The BASIC no.2 necklace

The KUL loop, M beads, natural

The WOOD earrings The ÅRSRING earringsThe BASIC no.2 bracelet
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Notes:
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O�ce/Showroom WebContact
info@justwood.se
+46-(0)13-140282
+46-(0)702 659661

Läroverksgatan 7
582 27 Linköping
Sweden

www.justwood.se
Instagram: @justwooodse
Facebook: facebook.com/justwoodse
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